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-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=-Begin mission(Name?) -=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=-

TO Ens Thalataar
::Is walking along the promenade, watching as some of the unopened shops are starting to get set up while others, are clearly already settled in.::

ACMO Tessa
::strolls along the promenade sidewalk alongside Quon, trying to think if there is anything to get before their long trip::  Quon: You know what I'd like to do?  ::looks up at her tall reptilian husband mischievously, a smile creeping onto her face::

CO Capt Bodine
::arrives in Operations::

CDT Suresh
::walks along the Promenade trying to get acquainted with everything there, and trying not to be self-conscious of the fact that she has green skin::

CO Capt Bodine
OPS: Any word on when the Special agents from temporal security are due to arrive?

TO Ens Thalataar
::He continues his stroll, passing by the Spider Web which he had visited a few days past.  He stops in his tracks a moment and peers inside, looking in from a distance and nods his approval that everything seems okay.  He then continues on his little walk.::

So`Quon
::looks directly into Tessa's eyes:: Tessa: Hmm...not think of this symposium we were asked to attend?

OPS LtCmdr Burton
CO: Estimated arrival time is about six hours, sir.

ACMO Tessa
::chuckles::  Quon:  Most definitely.  I'll think of that when we get there.  Noooo...I was thinking of having a bit of fun or dinner.  The Spider Web for a game or two or eat with our fingers at the Imperial Fez.  What do you think?

CDT Suresh
::wonders if she should have put on her uniform before she went out but she reasoned that she was on leave and could get away with civilian attire::

TO Ens Thalataar
::Turns his head to the side as something catches his attention and he bumps into someone.  He looks at the young woman, noticing it was an Orion and he couldn't help but scower slightly.::

CDT Suresh
TO: Oh, I'm sorry! I wasn't looking where I was going... ::smiles nervously::

CO Capt Bodine
OPS: Very well, contact Counselor Hei Ran, have him meet me in my ready room please.

OPS LtCmdr Burton
CO: Yes sir.

TO Ens Thalataar
Suresh:  This place will be more crowded in the future.  I don't think you are going to want to be trampled on.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Struts out of the seamstress shop, whistling.::

So`Quon
Tessa: It feels too early in the day for either, Imzadi, I am sorry to say. ::spots the TO and an unusual looking female with green skin::

OPS LtCmdr Burton
*CNS*: Please report to the CO in his ready room.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
*OPS*: On my way.

CDT Suresh
TO: Yeah... I just got here... 

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Making his way to a turbolift.:: Self: Ah, just in time.

CO Capt Bodine
OPS: Check with Engineering and Science abut the progress in reconstruction. If there is anything else that comes up that seems urgent let me know.

CDT Suresh
TO: Oh, I'm Cadet Suresh. I'll be working with the Arcadia crew in the Science Department. 

CO Capt Bodine
::exits Operations, into the ready room::

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Arrives in OPS and makes his way to the ready room.::

OPS LtCmdr Burton
CO: Yes sir. ::Begins checking over the latest progress reports::

TO Ens Thalataar
Suresh:  I am Jorn Thalataar.  ::Bows his head slightly.::  I work security in these parts of the station.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Entering.:: CO: Sir? You sent for me?

CDT Suresh
TO: I can tell. ::smiles up at him::

ACMO Tessa
::feels a bit piqued and then sees the station's tactical officer::  Quon:  Well, let's see...not hungry, not up for excitement.  I wonder what the tailoring place would do with you?  ::winks and laughs softly::

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: Yes. I presume you received word by now about the Romulan delegation due to arrive later in the week?

TO Ens Thalataar
::Feels slightly uneasy and moves back slightly from the Orion, not really trusting them as a species.::  Suresh:  Everything is quiet for now, for the most part but it will pick up.  This is a big station after all.

CDT Suresh
TO: The biggest one I've ever seen! ::laughs::

ACMO Tessa
Quon:  I don't think that Klingon would have any antiques we'd be interested in.  ::strolls along::

CNS LtJG HeiRan
CO: Yes, though I'm not familiar with all of the finer details. ::Cocks his head a bit.::

TO Ens Thalataar
Suresh:  Since you are still a cadet, you must be staying in the cadet barracks down on the middle levels?

So`Quon
Tessa: I feel about as curious as you do in the same regard ::smiles at her, curious to see how she'd look in a flowing dress, perhaps something in green, made of pure Andorian silk::

CDT Suresh
TO: Yes. I'm here to get my fourth year field training.

TO Ens Thalataar
Suresh:  What do you plan on doing once you are done with your training?

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: Finer details is what I am looking for Lieutenant. I don't like going into these talks blind. I am also concerned that if the Romulan Senate gets word of this they may consider it a threat. I need to know what is going on here.

CDT Suresh
TO: Well, I've been trained in the Sciences so I would be a Science Officer hopefully. I was lucky to get Arcadia Station because I'll be attached to both the ship here and the Station operations as well. ::smiles:: Double-dipping, you could say.

CO Capt Bodine
CNS I want your first impression then I want you to do some digging but tread softly.

ACMO Tessa
::enjoys the image she 'sees' in Quon's mind:: Quon:  I didn't know you had such a fine sense of fashion.  Shall we peek in that place then?  Classical Couture.  ::points across the walk and over the little stream flowing down the middle of the walkway::  There

TO Ens Thalataar
::Nods slightly.::  Suresh:  You will certainly get valuable experience on a station.  At least, that is what I am expecting.  This is my first time serving on a station.  It's much bolder than a starship.

CDT Suresh
::nods at his words:: TO: And you can call me Ravinder... Jorn. ::smiles:: Aren't we on leave? I have to say that I've never met a Tellarite.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
CO: I see. But I don't understand something: How can the Senate not already  know about this?

So`Quon
Tessa: Not quite yet, I think. I am curious as to those two over yonder ::nods in the direction towards the TO and the cadet::

TO Ens Thalataar
Suresh:  Well I'd like to say that I am a perfect example of my species.  I am, however, most unlike the majority of my people.  However, I do enjoy arguing from time to time.

OPS LtCmdr Burton
Self: I wonder if we are ever going to finish this station.

ACMO Tessa
Quon:  I recognize the Ensign tactical officer from his bio.  Do you think we should butt in?  They seem to be enjoying themselves...if you know what I mean.  ::watches to see how the two interact, curious::

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: I'm not sure maybe they do and the Praetor does not. Orders suggested that it was a division in the Romulan Government which suggests whoever it is we are about to have dealing with does not yet have enough power to influence public policy. It is a dangerous time.

ACMO Tessa
Quon:  Hmm, I still haven't met either of our command officers.  I believe you did, didn't you?

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Furrows his brows in thought.:: CO: I see. ::Looks a bit less confused.:: Well, sir, to be perfectly honest, my absolute first impression is that, well... you are being paranoid.

CDT Suresh
TO: Well, from my point of view I guess you are the perfect specimen. ::laughs::

TO Ens Thalataar
::Raises his eyebrow slightly.::  Suresh:  Well I don't plan on being dissected at any point in time.

CDT Suresh
::laughs again and notices a tall Kressarian with a blonde woman looking at them:: TO: There sure is a lot of diversity here...

So`Quon
Tessa: Come, my history as a counselor forbids me to simply ignore a good social opportunity when I see one. Let's parley with them.

TO Ens Thalataar
Suresh:  Yes, I've noticed that.  ::Sighs slightly.::  Makes my job slightly more difficult but at the same time it is more enjoyable.  The diversity provides with some change every now and then.

ACMO Tessa
::smiles::  Quon: Yes, and now the Orion lady has spotted us.  It would be most improper not to say hello at least.  ::the baby kicks particularly hard into her side::  Oh, there she goes again!

CDT Suresh
::is intrigued with the pair coming towards them:: TO: Yeah... I guess... 

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: Am I? The fact that the last incident involving the Romulans did not end in complete and utter disaster for the Federation was due to the self sacrifice of the Enterprise and Commander Data. The Romulans are a treacherous people. You should not so easily think well of their intent. They don't often come out unless they want something.

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: If you’re not comfortable with this assignment, Lieutenant, I can find someone else.

TO Ens Thalataar
::Wonders why the two people are approaching them, but he remains silent but moves on his feet uneasily.::

CDT Suresh
TO: But I do notice that you are uncomfortable making small talk with me. That much gives you away. 

CNS LtJG HeiRan
CO: Sir, with all due respect, that is exactly what I mean. ::Frowns.:: I am perfectly fine taking on the assignment, but it is my duty to tell you what I think about any given situation, and this is what I think. Yes, it's true that the Federation has had strained ties with the Romulan Star Empire since their first contact, but what is apparently an organized, up-front meeting should not be cause for immediate alarm.

TO Ens Thalataar
::Raises his eyebrow slightly once more.::  Suresh:  And your willingness to engage me in conversation is... suspicious.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
CO: For example, your message to me earlier mentioned "clear and present threat"--I cannot say that I view this meeting as a clear and present threat.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
CO: But I will be sure to research every possibility.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Bows his head::

So`Quon
::tries to appear comely as he approaches the TO and cadet:: TO: Greetings, Ensign Thalataar. ::nods to the Orion woman:: And to you, dear cadet. Welcome to Arcadia Station.

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: It’s not backed by the Primary Government on Romulus as far as we are aware. Does this not give you pause?

TO Ens Thalataar
::Squints his eyes slightly.::  So'Quon:  Though I am familiar with most of the crew, I am not with you.

CDT Suresh
TO: He works in the Science department with me. So'Quon: Now I remember your... um, face. ::smiles nervously::

ACMO Tessa
::smiles pleasantly at the two of them and offers her hand to each::  TO/CDT: I'll add my welcome also.  Dr Tessa Jakiel and company...my husband Dr So'Quon and child in the making.  ::lays a hand on her pregnant stomach::

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: Look, maybe you are right, maybe its nothing, still see if you can discover who the lead envoy will be and if we have any references to them in our records alright?

CDT Suresh
Quon/Tessa: Ravinder Suresh. Science intern. Don't mind Jorn here... he's suspicious of everyone today.

CDT Suresh
::laughs::

OPS LtCmdr Burton
::Running some systems checks, on the systems that are running on the station::

So`Quon
TO/CDT: We were originally sent here from Earth to brief Captain Bodine on your recent assignment. I and my wife are set to leave the station on the USS Brynhild soon.

TO Ens Thalataar
Suresh, So'Quon, Tessa:  It is my job to be suspicious of others.  For all I know you all could be distracting me from a crime that may be taking place at this moment!  ::Quickly looks all around to look for anything strange.::

CNS LtJG HeiRan
CO: Of course. Though, you mean the envoy is from a splinter government?

CDT Suresh
TO: I hope that it's not because I'm green, Jorn... ::frowns::

So`Quon
::blinks at Jorn, and exchanges a glance with Tessa::

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: That is as much as I understand or was implied Counselor.

TO Ens Thalataar
Suresh:  There are many species who have a reputation of being untrustworthy.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
CO: Understood, sir. Is that all?

CDT Suresh
TO: But not every Orion is a Syndicate member... 

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: It is counselor, keep me posted on information you uncover.

ACMO Tessa
TO:  Not to worry, Jorn.  I'll let you know if I 'feel' anything untoward on the station.  You can relax, I think.  So far, all seems 'quiet'.  ::winks at the poor worried tactical officer::

CO Capt Bodine
CNS: You may carry on, good luck.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
CO: Yes, sir. ::Smiling--trying to take away a bit of the sting of their confrontation--, Darna exits and moves to the Turbolift.::

CDT Suresh
TO: See? I'm not a thief. ::feels better::

TO Ens Thalataar
::Nods to Doctor Jakiel.::  ACMO:  I am sure.  Suresh:  I never accused you of being one.

CDT Suresh
::laughs:: TO: Oh, but I bet you were thinking it. It's alright. We were talking about diversity right? 

ACMO Tessa
CDT: You said you were in science?  Unless my information was mistaken, wasn't Ensign Jeq taking that position?  ::shakes her head::  But I have been indisposed of late.

So`Quon
::tries to hold back a sigh:: ~~~Tessa: I seem to recall a tactical officer who was once like Jorn...the same one that shares his life with our daughter Rhianna.~~~

CO Capt Bodine
::exits to Operations:: OPS: Status?

CDT Suresh
Tessa: We'll, I just got here a couple of days ago when the position opened up recently after the Cygnus left... Ensign Jeq left really suddenly...

CDT Suresh
Tessa: And I never really spoke to her so I guess I'll be the sensor slave from now on, which is what I'm supposed to be anyway. ::smiles::

OPS LtCmdr Burton
CO: Well the good news we are making progress, the bad news is we still have a long, long way to go, sir.

TO Ens Thalataar
ACMO:  It is unfortunate, about Ensign Jeq.  From what little time I saw of her, she really seemed like somebody I could really meet with on an intellectual level.  ::Frowns and grumbles softly.::

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Arrives on the Promenade and walks down the lane, looking for somewhere to have lunch.::

CDT Suresh
TO: Probably. 

ACMO Tessa
::maintains her smile though Quon's comment makes her wonder::  ~~~Quon: Now, my beloved, Kizlev is not that paranoid.  He is a fine officer.  Do not worry so.  Perhaps you should speak with the Andorian...my Counselor husband.~~~  ::addresses the Cadet::  Cdt: Oh, I see.  Well, I will have to read your bio.  In the meantime, have you settled in?

TO Ens Thalataar
::Notices the Counselor far away.::  Aloud:  Ah the Counselor!  At last!  ::Turns to the others.::  If you'll excuse me, I must go meet up with the Counselor for an important... discussion.

CDT Suresh
::tucks a tuft of dark hair behind her green ear:: Tessa: Well, I put my stuff down in the cadet quarters but so far it's been okay because I have some peace and quiet. ::smiles::

So`Quon
::nods to Jorn, glances in the direction of Hei Ran, and smiles down at Suresh::

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Winks at the man selling Jumja sticks::

CDT Suresh
Quon/Tessa: He's... funny... ::nodding to Jorn::

TO Ens Thalataar
::Quickly runs off towards the Counselor.::

CO Capt Bodine
OPS: We have come a long way since the Arcadia system hmm?

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Sees Jorn approaching.:: TO: Helloooo!

ACMO Tessa
::nods::  Cdt: Yes, so far the station is quieter, but we should have more and more travelers stopping in.  ::turns to watch Jorn walk away::  He is just very into his job.  A decent quality.  Perhaps you could acquaint him with the concept of 'fun', no?  ::smiles::

CDT Suresh
Quon/Tessa: Really nervous for a Tac officer... oh, well. 

OPS LtCmdr Burton
CO: Very much so sir. I wonder how much more change is in store for us.

So`Quon
CDT: It's his job to be...wary. Trust is something I believe he'll need to work on, but perhaps I am getting ahead of myself.

TO Ens Thalataar
CNS:  Thank goodness you have arrived Counselor.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Raises an eyebrow.:: TO: Something the matter? Would you like a Jumja stick? My treat. ::Ogles the cute salesman again.::

CDT Suresh
Quon/Tessa: It's hard to trust an Orion and I know that all too well... But it’s just something people need to get over. ::grins::

CO Capt Bodine
OPS: They say races who don't accept change eventually parish. Maybe that is what happen to the Romans... In any event shall we count this a blessing?

TO Ens Thalataar
::Looks at the jumja stick.::  CNS:  What is it exactly?

ACMO Tessa
::shrugs::  Cdt: All in time.  Keep encouraging him.  Once he gets to know you, he'll see you as a person, not your skin color.  ::looks up at Quon lovingly::  I can attest to that.

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Shakes his head.:: TO: Doesn't matter, just give me a reason to buy one. ::Sly look.::

CO Capt Bodine
OPS: Will you join me down on the promenade for a coffee commander?

CDT Suresh
Quon/Tessa: Oh, and congratulations on your baby coming. I'm sure its a miracle in your lives. ::smiles and inwardly wonders how they got a baby in the first place but doesn't show it in her face::

OPS LtCmdr Burton
CO: I would love to sir.

TO Ens Thalataar
CNS:  Very well then.  I think I may look a little odd holding one of these cumbersome 'treats' as you call it.

CO Capt Bodine
::heads for the turbo-lift with Burton::

CNS LtJG HeiRan
::Runs off to the salesman, yelling behind:: TO: Now, what was it you wanted?!

ACMO Tessa
Cdt:  Thank you.  Now I'll be even happier when his twin decides to come out, too.  ::senses Suresh's curiosity::  They are a miracle of modern technology, for sure.

So`Quon
::shares Tessa's loving smile, very tempted to kiss her lovingly, but keeps mindful of the cadet:: CDT: I have never served on a station before, but I suspect you will find your place in life here, if not on a ship beyond...perhaps the Cygnus, or another ship. ::smiles confidently at her::

TO Ens Thalataar
CNS:  Well aside from taking me away from an uncomfortable situation for myself, I would like to discuss with you the important mission that I mentioned a while back.

CDT Suresh
So'Quon: Thanks for the kind words. You don't find many in this universe. ::beams::


-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=-End mission-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=-
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